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I chose to focus on Burberry’s social media practices for my presentation. 

First, I wanted to expand on just the general idea of social media, and why it’s become such an important marketing aspect in the fashion industry.



Importance of 
Social Media

- Apparel & Accessories is the 
fastest growing online sales 

category (with a sales growth of 
20% year after year).

- Social Media drives sales to E-
Commerce Platform

- Free Advertisement, Free 
Media

With the rise of the internet, a lot of designers and fashion companies have chosen to create e-commerce sites, where their products are available to purchase 
online. With this retail advancement, the apparel and accessories industry has seen an online sales growth of 20% year after year, making fashion one of the 
fastest growing online sales categories today.

The importance of social media connects with e-commerce because not only is it a marketing tool that drive sales to e-commerce platforms, but it’s also a way to 
advertise and promote events or other things going on within your company, and it can basically be  free advertisement.



BURBERRY + Social Media

- Ranked 1 in L2 Digital IQ Index  (top spot for second straight year)

- Burberry E-Commerce sale increased 59% in Europe, 30% in US in 2011.

- Active Participants on platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
YouTube, Tumblr, Pinterest, FourSquare, E-Commerce Site, and more.

What’s great about Burberry is that their actually one of the leaders and innovators within the realm of social media in the fashion industry.

Burberry is ranked #1 in the L2 Digital IQ Index- which is just a research company that reports on companies in fashion and cosmetics their marketing efforts to 
each other.

Burberry was also ranked #1 in the previous year, so it’s held a top spot for its second straight year with social media efforts. The L2 Digital IQ Index also reported 
that Burberry’s e-commerce sales increased 59% in Europe, 30% in US.

While doing research on these social media platforms, I noticed that Burberry is strongly promoting their new watch “The Britain” on these sites, so you may notice 
that there are a lot of watch content when I cover each platform. 

http://www.l2thinktank.com/burberry-tops-the-charts-again-in-fashion-index/2012/
http://www.l2thinktank.com/burberry-tops-the-charts-again-in-fashion-index/2012/


Facebook

- Over14 Million 
Followers (14,100,915)
- Great tool for two-way 

conversation, gather 
insight about customer

- Great platform to send 
fans to E-Commerce site.

As you can see, Burberry has over 14 million followers, which is incredible. This means that whenever Burberry Posts something about their brand, it has the 
potential to reach 14 million people. 

So on this particular Facebook post, from October 26th (2012), you can see that 38,231 people liked the post, and that Burberry also received 493 comments, or 
feedback about the post.

What’s great about Facebook is that you can the use platform to interact with your customers. With messages, comments and posts available on this platform, your 
customers also know of a way to directly communicate with the company. You can use their participation to gather information and research about what products 
they’re liking or what’s maybe not getting as much positive reception. It’s a great tool to gather information about your audience or fan base.

So in the other post, you can see that Burberry uploaded an album, “The Burberry Autumn, Winter 2012 Accessories Collection,” and you can see that the album 
got 318,302 likes and 4,691 comments. When you look at each individual image, they have the product name and a link that connects you to the product on their 
e-commerce site to purchase. The album itself was shared by over 30,000 viewers, and the image itself was shared over 1800 times. This creates a viral effect 
with your company posts, which basically increases the amount of people who see your post, which is great because it doesn’t require any additional effort by the 
company.



Twitter

- 1,323,364 
followers

Twitter is a great platform to connect all of your different social media platforms together. It helps stream all of that diverse information into one feed for your 
customer to visit. With the limitation of 140 characters, each tweet just provides a brief summary, or pitch, for what the content is about.

What I thought was interesting and very cool about Burberry is that on Twitter, they actually have multiple accounts depending on region. I see that specification 
with magazines but hadn’t really seen that strategy implemented by a designer yet. Overall, that strategy helps condense its content to target narrow demographic 
markets.

But anyways, as you can see, Burberry has over 1 million followers on Twitter and chooses to promote specific tweets, which is basically twitter’s form of paid 
advertisement. This isn’t necessarily popular with many designer brands, but as you can see the tweet was from over two weeks ago. Twitter is really time oriented, 
with current news and relevancy. Tweets are usually only see by followers in their food about 24 hrs, and then the tweet becomes obsolete in a way. Promotion just 
ensures that a specific tweet will remain on top of a feed or search mechanism for a longer period of time.

So, with this specific tweet, published 17 hours ago, has already received 204 retweets, which once again creates this “viral effect.”

A lot of their tweets are behind-the scene exclusives, product features, music recommendations, and sharing media coverage, which also is similar to the facebook 
content.



Tumblr

Tumblr is a blogging platform, which a heavy emphasis on images. I thought Burberry’s use of Tumblr was interesting because it serves as a campaign called “Art 
of the Trench.” Burberry transformed their basic tumblr page into a place for users to upload photos of themselves in Burberry Trench Coats.



Pinterest

-16,209 followers
- Burberry has 19 boards to categorize their pin content

- Fairly new platform, popular in North West and 
South East with female target audience, but ever- 

growing with users.

Pinterest is an image focused social media platform, with the purpose of connecting the image or idea to a website. This is perfect of e-commerce because each 
picture of the product will link to the e-commerce site. 

Pinterest is set where each image can be categorized onto boards. Other users can also take your content and “re-pin” an image to one of their boards, as well. 
Each time a pin is uploaded or re-pinned that content will filter into feeds of those who follow the pinner or re-pinner.

So you can see that Burberry has 16,209 followers, which is impressive because Pinterest is a fairly new social media platform, mostly used by females in general 
geographic locations. It’s number of users and popularity has been increasing daily, so there is a lot of potential for expansion with the platform.

Burberry has 19 boards, which categorizes the content into Burberry Campaigns, Burberry Womenswear, Burberry Accessories,  Who’s Wearing Burberry, 
Burberry Covers, Burberry Children and Burberry Prorsum boards for Men & Womensear and many more.



Youtube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vgp6MGd-sRY&feature=youtu.be

Burberry has a youtube channel, which in today’s market, is crucial for any fashion designer company. This platform allows companies’ to share advertisements, 
campaigns, behind the scenes footage and runway shows (etc.). 

Burberry has over 45,000 subscribers to their youtube channel, but as you can see, over 17 million individuals have viewed their featured video THE BRITAIN: The 
new Watch from Burberry, which was uploaded only 3 weeks ago. 

Burberry categorizes their videos into Playlists - so if you wanted to see videos relating to the Autumn Winter 2012 campaign, you could enter playlist, choose a 
specific video to watch, or all of them, because they play like tracks on a CD.

So, speaking of music, when I mentioned that Burberry recommends music on its social media platforms, they actually have something called “Burberry Acoustic,” 
where they feature artists on their youtube channel and website. This is a great way to engage and connect with Burberry’s audience in a way other than promoting 
fashion.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vgp6MGd-sRY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vgp6MGd-sRY&feature=youtu.be


Instagram

Instagram is a social media platform specifically dedicated to taking pictures. I won’t go into too much detail because it’s pretty basic. Instagram helps create 
realistic in-the-moment image content that can be shared to other platforms like Facebook and twitter.

So as you can see, Burberry has 557,000 followers and typically takes photos of products, behind the scene exclusives, backstage runway show images, locations 
and events.

The one cool thing I noticed on their Instagram feed is that they actually address their runway collection invitations to Instagram followers - and then post the 
invitation on Instagram to invite their followers to see the runway show live on their website. How innovative is that?



Integrating 
Social Media to 

BURBERRY’s 
Runway Shows

Which brings me to how they integrated social media for their runway shows.

So, a great example of how Burberry sort of connected all of these platforms together coincides with the strategic promotion of their S/S ’13 Womenswear Runway 
Show. 

For the past couple of runway shows, Burberry vigorously promoted the collections through their social media platforms. As I mentioned before, they posted 
invitations to view the runway show live on instagram, but they also promoted the event on their website, took pictures through Instagram and tweeted images with 
informational updates, had the live streaming on their YouTube Channel, Facebook Page and 40 other retail locations worldwide. They basically used social media 
for fans to connect, share and experience the show.

Before the show, Burberry posted a teaser on their YouTube stream to promote watching the runway show live.



Other Platforms used 
for Spring/Summer ’13 
Runway Promotions

For the runway show, Burberry opted to use Twitter to create hype with the collection by tweeting runway looks seconds before they debuted in the catwalk. Guest 
Tweeters took over Burberry’s Twitter accounts around the globe and the brand trended worldwide during fashion week.

You can also see that they have Facebook posts, more twitter updates, Instagrammed photos, and a Pinterest board dedicated to their spring/summer collection.

To continue the hype after the show, Burberry also released an album on iTunes where fans could download the runway soundtrack, which I thought was pretty 
cool.



Future Social Media + BURBERRY

- iPad/iPhone App

- Add AutomaticAbandoned 
Cart Email

- Add more sharing tools on e-
commerce site

After researching Burberry’s strong social media efforts, and trust me, they have even more platforms than the ones I just covered today, so there are only a couple 
recommendations I would make.

The only weakness that I found within Burberry’s social media strategy is that the company does not have an iPad/iPhone app, unlike some of its competitors like 
Stella McCartney, DKNY and Valentino. So my recommendation would be to integrate an interactive iPad or iPhone application with an e-commerce platform in it. 
This could ultimately drive more sales. 

For E-Commerce sites, there’s a problem with the “Abandoned cart” issue, where customers add things to their shopping cart online but then click away from the 
site, or get distracted. I would recommend implementing a follow up email, like Kate Spade does with their e-commerce site. They send an automatic trigger email 
to customers have have abandoned their cart, and then offer free shipping as an incentive to complete the transaction. I believe that would be great idea for 
Burberry to look into.

I would also recommend that they add sharing tools to their website, because right now they only have Facebook and twitter. They could add tumblr and Pinterest 
for example, and many more. 



Thank You!
Any questions?


